ROTORUA ROLLERSKATING CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
4TH JUNE 202
Lynmore School Gym, 5.15p
Present: Sally-Anne, Roslie, Sandra, Kinga, Ngaire, Janine, Mel, May,
Miki, Clar
Apologies: Irma, Fiona S, Holl

Agenda
1. Floor wash
A reminder this is on Queens Birthday Monday at 11.45a
2. Queens Birthday worksho
A set to go ahead, the classes are all full, please make sure you have
paid, Mel to check and follow up
3. Nationals entries
General discussion, we have been re invoiced from the Federation
minus Rajanyaa’s entry.
4.Term three timetable and direction for 2021 term 4 and 2022 who
be wants to be in groups, precision change into free dance
A. General discussion about where to from here, that skaters and
parents need to let May know now, if they are wanting to join groups,
precision etc ( if available) change time, give up skating after the show
etc also if skaters are wanting to switch from free to free dance etc
B. We also need to set a date and time for a development this year,
May to look at dates and get back to the committee next meeting.
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5.Late Sunday practice and Saturday practices,
The late Sunday practice is not being used by many skaters, so
discussion on how to disperse skaters more evenly so some practices
aren’t so full and others empty. May to send out suggestions for this
along with practices etiquette for skaters, suggestions for supervisors on
things skaters can practice and a general reminder regarding the rules

in practice. Decision to look at getting rid of the late Sunday practice
and increasing the time for group 3’s other practice on a Saturday
Please remember to buddy up with someone to practice in each other’s
lessons

6. Show poster
General discussion regarding this years show, approval to go ahead
with the poster and to use the image for all show promotions

7.Costume quote and Funding
May has completed the quote for costumes, we will use as many
costumes as possible that we already have, but we do need quite a few
costumes. The theme of a journey around the world, means we do need
to spend more money than we normally would. We have also tried to
look for costumes that will be useful in the future.
A. Sally-Anne proposed a motion to apply for funding to cover the cost
of the costume purchase for our annual show to the Southern Trust for
the amount of $2963.42 USD which converts to $4107.00 NZD at a
conversion rate of .7213 seconded by Kinga
Agreed by all
Signed as accurate and true
B. Clare proposed: a motion that we apply for Funding to cover the
costs for venue hire plus the costs of the sound and lighting to Rotorua
Energy Charitable Trust for the amount of $4400.
Seconded by Janine, Agreed by all
Signed as accurate and true
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General discussion and appreciation voiced by everyone to both SallyAnne and Clare for their hard work, without this and the amazing funding
agencies and that they apply too, we would not be able to offer the
opportunities and experiences to our skaters, thank you

8. World Roller Games November 2022
General discussion regarding if and what team/s we would like to put
forward for selection in 2022, also taking into consideration COVID and
if these will go ahead
We will probably look at forwarding for selection a small show group and
a quartet, but the details of this and how we will pick a teams are yet to
be con rmed.
We also need to nd training times and have the facilities to make sure
they have enough training. David is presently looking at two different
slabs of concrete as options, we maybe able to use for some extra
practice times
Agreed -Team coach David along with our working group of May, Mel
and Janine to work through the details and present back to the
committee
9. Star program
The new star program for learn to skate classes which has been
completed by the HPCC will be launched during Nationals, once this has
happened we can see how much and what we want to use and
implement in our own learn to skate classes.
10. Nationals dinner and fun event
May to follow up with Irma regarding the dinner so we can start a google
doc for families wanting to attend. Clare and Graham will work out fun
things for skater during the week, once we have a program
11. Nominations for AGM president / fundraising team.
All nominations need to be in for these before Thursday 17th at 5pm
please consider putting your hand up for any of these positions, it can
be as big or small a work load as you wish but we do need volunteers
for these positions

.
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12. Pink supper
This will be held at 6.30pm just prior to the AGM the link to our donation
page is up on our Facebook page. May has offered to provide all the
supper and drinks for this and would grateful accept any help from
anyone wanting to bring something. The club will make a donation to our
clubs pink ribbon page in Lieu of what we would have had to purchase
for refreshments for the AGM

Club Show Challenge
May to send out practice times for this. We may need to use some
practice times for this.
Meeting closed 6.15pm

 


 


 


Next meeting Friday July 2nd 5.15pm

